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PRESS RELEASE

Powerful end to end package: profine to present innovative
window systems with an extensive range of services
With its KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands, the profine Group ranks
among the world’s leading providers of PVC-U window systems. At BAU
2013, the Group will be represented at Stand 309 in Hall C4. There, the
profine competence centre will be presenting innovative window systems under the heading “Intelligence in planning – competence in consultancy – excellence in execution”. Together with the Group’s extensive range of service offers, the systems will be bundled into an end to
end package that has met with high acclaim on the sector.
Besides the high thermal insulation window and residential door systems, the inter-brand presentation will also be focusing on the new
“PremiDoor 88” lift/sliding door system with an installation depth of
88 mm. Its Uf value of 1.2–1.3 W/(m2K) guarantees excellent energy
efficiency. Even a passive house compatible UD value of 0.8 W/(m2K)
can be obtained with special glazing. The system features a five chamber sash and casement profile and can take elements up to 2.9 m high
and a standard width of 6.5 m.
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As an additional trade fair highlight, the profine competence centre will
be presenting an extensive range of services for architects, housing
associations, contract placing authorities, and manufacturers. The
range of consultancy services includes planning, bids for tenders, installation, and onsite approval procedures, boosting reliability for construction companies.
System solutions for the three brands
KBE presentations will include the multiple award winning “PremiVent”
ventilation system with heat recovery. The Kömmerling presentation will
be focusing on a new 88 mm sash developed specifically for foaming
and automated bonding. Its foamed variant can be used with or without
steel, for outstanding thermal insulation even in the colour versions.
Also Trocal will be presenting products of premium character. These
include, for instance, the 88 mm aluminium composite window “AddOn”
with an elegant flush-mounted look and a design that helps to improve
the Uw value and can take both wind protected shutter systems and
special glazing for better sound insulation.
Not least of all, the profine Group is also heading the trend with its wide
range of colours. The presentation will include window solutions with the
new premium surface “proCoverTec”, various aluminium solutions, and
a wide range of forty four colour laminates.
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The “PremiDoor 88” lift/sliding door system – here
with aluminium cover – opens up new dimensions
in the planning of balcony and terrace doors – and
boasts high thermal insulation for that extra conviction.

About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group has an excellent international standing at 28 sites in 21
countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Ukraine, the USA and China. With its head office
in Troisdorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3200, the Group recorded a turnover of about €700m in 2011.

